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Why a collaborative platform?

Adaptation is multi-disciplinary and requires skills from a 
range of different backgrounds

The evidence base for ‘good’ adaptation is weak; there 
is a clear need to share experiences.

Guidance and tools proliferate; but in what contexts are 
they useful?

What we know now is not what will be needed in 5-10 
years time; foster innovation and creative solutions

Avoid duplication of work.



A brief history

wikiADAPT to encourage collaboration

Climate Change Explorer for usable local level climate 
projections

Partners: UNEP, IIED, UNITAR, CSAG, OSS, Oxfam. . .



Semantically driven and integrated 



Which means?

Intelligent links between content.

Easier to find relevant information.

Information comes to the user rather than the user having 
to search around for it.

Very dynamic; pages update automatically as new content 
and connections are made.

Potential is huge: links to other platforms, linking decision 
contexts with useful information, creating a system 
responsive to user needs.



Using Google Earth



Add information

Search and download relevant projects

High or low bandwidth



Explore model output

Create tours and narratives

Animations of change



Building a community of practice

Technology can facilitate exchange BUT:

A platform won’t work without a community of 
contributors and users connecting and sharing 
experiences.

Requires trust, appreciation of the benefits and the 
development of a culture of sharing.

Relationships, shared goals and institutional/individual 
commitment are vital to create a vibrant and creative 
community.



New ideas to encourage ownership



Personal entry pages



Future plans and opportunities

Work closely with emerging networks and platforms 
(UNEP, CBA-Exchange, Cifor, . . .)

Building case study numbers in Google Earth

Extended decision support for adaptation

Increased access to climate information and interpretation

Connecting different platforms

How can we work with the Task Force to add value to the 
proposed platform?



Thanks for listening!
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